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In this paper the set of first order substitutions with a partial ordering "'more general than" is 
investigated. It is proved that the set of equivalence classes of idempotent substitutions 
together with an added greatest element isa complete lattice. A simultaneous nification of 
finitely many finite sets of terms can be reduced to unifying each of the sets of terms eparately 
and to building the supremum of the most general unifiers in this lattice afterwards. This 
saves time in an automatic proof procedure when combined with the concept of weak 
unification also introduced in this paper. 
1. Introduction 
If we want to prove a formula of the form 
3 x (Ps v 7 Pt) 
in first order logic where x is a (object) variable, P is a predicate symbol and s and t are 
terms in which the variable x may occur, then it suffices to find a substitution a which 
substitutes ome term for the variable x such that the results of  applying a to s and t are 
identical, as = at. We say that a is a unifier of (or unifies) the set {s, t}. For more 
complicated formulas such as the following it may be necessary to find a substitution 
which is a unifier of two or more sets of terms. 
F = 3x( (Pq  v -qPr) ^ (Qs v 7Qt)). (1.1) 
Here we have a proof if we find a substitution ~r which unifies each of the two sets {q, r} 
and {s, t}, i.e. crq = ar and as = at. We say that cr is a unifier of the set {{q, r}, {s, t}}. Now, 
if cr is a unifier of some set M either of terms or of sets of terms then, for any substitution 
T, the substitution za obtained by first applying a and then ~ is also a unifier of M. We say 
that a is more general than za. It is a well-known fact that, for any finite set of terms 
which is unifiable, i.e. for which a unifier exists, there is also a most general unifier 
(Robinson, 1965; see also Bibel, 1982). Several efficient algorithms for determining such a 
most general unifier have been proposed by several authors (see e.g. Huet, 1976; Martelli 
& Montanari,  1982; Paterson & Wegman, 1978). In order to determine a most general 
unifier of a set of sets of terms such as {{q,r}, {s, t}} in the example (1.1) one first 
determines a most general unifier ~r of {q, r} using such a unification algorithm and then 
determines a most general unifier p of {zs, zt}. Then pc is a most general unifier of 
{{q, r}, (s, t}}. 
Here arises the question whether it is possible to obtain a most general unifier ¢ of 
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{{q, r}, {s, t}} from most general unifiers ~ and # of {q, r} and {s, t}, respectively, thus 
removing the asymmetry and gaining more flexibility w.r.t, the order of doing the 
unifications. It is proved in Proposition 4.8 that cr can be obtained as a supremum of T 
and/z in a complete lattice of equivalence classes of idempotent substitutions, completed 
with an added greatest element. Huet has introduced a complete lattice for terms instead 
of idempotent substitutions (Huet, 1976, 1980). Some of the properties proved here for 
idempotent substitutions are analogous to properties Huet has proved for terms. But 
there seems to be no direct relationship between the two. 
A further advantage of our proposal, to first unify each of the given sets of terms 
separately and then build the supremum of the most general unifiers thus obtained, 
becomes apparent when we analyse the example (1.1) further. It may be that {{q, r}, {s, t}} 
is not unifiable but still F is valid. Take, for example, q = x, r = x, s = x, t =fx .  Then, 
obviously, {{q, r}, {s, t}} is not unifiable. But F is valid. Namely, let G denote the 
subformula (Pq v 7 Pr) ^ (Qs v 7 Qt) of F and let G' denote the formula (Pq' v 7 Pr') ^ 
(Qs' v 7 Qt') obtained from G by substituting for x a different variable x' not occurring in 
G. Then, obviously, F is equivalent to the formula 3 x ~ x' (G v G'), i.e. to 
3 x 3 x' (((Pq v 7 Pr) ^ (Qs v 7 Qt)) v ((Pq' v 7 Pr') ^ (Qs' v 7 Qt'))). 
This formula is valid if the set {{q, r}, {q', r'}, {s, t'}} is unifiable (which is the case for our 
particular choice of the terms q, 1', s, t). For if a is a unifier of this set then a(Pq v 7 Pr) 
and a(Pq 'v  7Pr')  are (propositionally) valid and thus a(G v G') is equivalent to 
a(Qs v 7 Qt v Qs' v 7 Qt') which is valid since a unifies {s, t'}. 
Now, if we have determined a most general unifier ~ of the set {q, r}, then we need not 
apply the unification algorithm again in order to determine a most general unifier of 
{q', r'}. We only need to rename the variable x into x' in ~. Since the act of generating new 
copies (with renamed variables) of parts of a formula may be needed very often in the 
course of a deduction this way of unification can save a substantial amount of time in a 
proof procedure (see the discussions after Proposition 4.8 and Definition 5.1). 
The concept of weak unification is introduced for ordered pairs or sets of ordered pairs 
of terms. It allows'to reduce the amount of time needed for unification when several 
copies of subformulas of a formula have to be considered, as indicated in the previous 
paragraph. Relations between weak unification and the "more general"-relation in the set 
of substitutions are established and several examples are given. 
In sections 2 and 3 several elementary properties of substitutions are proved and 
examples are given. Section 4 contains a discussion of unification and its connection to 
the lattice of equivalence classes of idempotent substitutions and in section 5 the concept 
of wegk unification is introduced. 
2. Substitutions 
Let V and F be two disjoint sets whose elements we call variables and function symbols, 
respectively. We assume that there is an arity function a which assigns an arity a(f) >t 0 to 
each function symbol f  The set T of terms and the set of substitutions are defined in the 
usual way: 
(a) Each variable is a term. 
(b) If f is a function symbol with arity n and t t . . . . .  t,, are terms, then f(tl . . . . .  t,,) is a 
term. 
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2.1 DEFINITION. (a) A substitution is a map a from V into T such that the set 
D(~r) = {x s Vlcr(x) ¢ x} is finite. The set D(a) is called the domain of the substitution tr. 
(b) If t is a term, then at is defined inductively by ax = or(x) if x is a variable, and 
af(t l  . . . . .  t,,) =f(at l  . . . . .  at,,). If M is a set of terms, then ~rM denotes the set {crtlt ~ M}.  
(c) The composit ion az of two substitutions tr and ~ is defined by (~zz)x = a(zx). 
(d) The identity function on V is called the empty substitution e. 
(e) If ~r is a substitution and V' is a subset of V, then the restriction a ~ V' of a to V' is 
defined by a ~ V'(x) = a(x) for x s V' and ~r ~ V'(x) = x for x ~ V \  V'. 
Obviously the set of substitutions is a semi-group with neutral element e and a 
restriction of a substitution is again a substitution. 
2.2 NOTATION. If x l ,  x2 . . . . .  xn are pairwise different 
arbitrary terms, then 
denotes the substitution a defined by 
a(xl) -- tl . . . . .  a(xn) = tn 
t2 tn 1 
x2 " "  xn 
variables and tl, t2 . . . . .  tn are 
and ~r(x) = x for x e V \{x l  . . . . .  xn}. 
2.3 DEFINITION. (a) A substitution a is said to be more general than a substitution ~, o ~< z, 
if cr is a right divisor of r, i.e. if there is a substitution p such that per = r. 
(b) Two substitutions a and z are equivalent, ~r ~ r, if cr <~ z and • <~ ~r. 
~< is a reflexive and transitive relation on the set of substitutions and it induces a 
partial ordering on the set of equivalence classes w.r.t. ~.  
2.4 REMARK. The composition of substitutions is not compatible with the equivalence 
relation and cannot be transferred to the equivalence classes. Let, for example, 
Then 
So tr ,-- a' but not Tcr ,-- za'. 
Y 
If 27 is a set of substitutions and a is a substitution, then we say ~r is an upper (lower) 
bound of 27 iff z ~< o- (~ <~ z) for all z ~ 2;. We say a is a supremum of 2; iff tr is an upper 
bound of 2; and a lower bound of the set of upper bounds of 27. Since ~< is not a partial 
ordering on substitutions there may be several suprema for one set of substitutions. 
The example below shows that there are finite sets of substitutions which are bounded 
from above but have no supremum. In order to show this we first need a definition and a 
lemma. 
2.5 DEFINITION. A permutation (or renaming of variables) is a substitution which maps V 
into V bijectively. 
2.6 LEMMA. Every injective substitution which maps V into V is a permutation. 
PROOF. Let cr be such a substitution. For every x s D(cr) we have ax~ D(tr) since otherwise, 
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by the definition of D(a), aax= ox and ~x vax would hold in contradiction to the 
injectivity of o-. It follows that cr maps the finite set D(a) injectively and therefore also 
bijectively into itself. Since outside this set ~ coincides with the identity function this yields 
the assertion. 
2.7 EXAMPLE. Let 
a=[f(x,f(xy, Z)) f(x,f(y,z)) f(x'f(Y'Z)) l z  
and Y 
z = [f(f(X'xY)'Z) f(f(x,y),Z)y f(f(x,y),Z)]z 
Then the set {o-, T} is bounded from above but has no supremum. For, if a <~ p, then there 
is a substitution d such that o'o = p. If we set s = o-'x, s3 = dy and s4 = dz, then 
px = py = pz = f(s,f(s3, s4)). 
If we assume, in addition, that z ~< p, then s must have the formf(sl ,  s2). 
Thus the upper bounds of {a, z} in the set of substitutions are exactly the substitutions 
of the form 
I t  x t t tl t2 tn 1 
y z vl v2 " "  vn d' 
where the variables x, y, z, vl, v2 . . . . .  vn are pairwise different, t is a term f ( f ( s l ,  s2), 
f(s3, s4)) and sl, s2, s3, s4, tl . . . . .  tn are arbitrary terms. Now, if p is a supremum of {m z}, 
then sl, s2, s3, s4 and all the terms pv with v ~ V\{x,y,  z} must be pairwise different 
variables. Hence the substitution zrdefined by 
nx=s l ,  roy=s2, zcz=s3 and ~v=pv for v~Vk{x ,y ,z}  
maps V into V injectively but not bijectively because the variable s4 is not in the range of 
n. This is in contradiction to Lemma 2.6. Thus there is no supremum of {o, z} in the set of 
substitutions although {o', z} is bounded from above. 
We shall see, however, (Theorem 4.9) that if we restrict ourselves to idempotent 
substitutions, i.e. substitutions a with the property aa=a,  then every set of such 
substitutions which has an upper bound has, in fact, a supremum. In section 4 we shall 
consider most general unifiers and prove that a substitution is a most general unifier iff it 
is equivalent to an idempotent substitution (Proposition 4.5). 
2.8 NOTATION. If t is a term, then we denote by V(t) the set of variables occurring in t. If 
M is a set of terms, then V(M) denotes the union of all sets V(t) with t e M and if J / i s  a 
set of sets of terms, then V(J¢/) denotes the union of all sets V(M) with M E J///. 
2.9 REMARK. (a) The intersection of V and M is a subset of V(M). 
(b) If a is a substitution, then V is equal to D(~r) u V(crV) and a subset of D(cr) u aV. 
(c) If z is a substitution and a and o" are two substitutions which coincide with each 
other on the set V(vV), i.e. ax = dx  for all x ~ V(zV), then o-z = cr'z. 
2.10 LEMMA. Let a and tr' be two substitutions such that a ~ or'. Then there are permutations 
z and v" such that o' = ~cr and O = z'o'. 
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PROOF. Let a ~--or'. Then there are substitutions p and p' such that or'= per and tr = p'cr'. 
The sets V\V(aV)  and V\V(cr'V) are finite. Let us assume, without restriction of 
generality, that the cardinality of V\V(aV)  is less than or equal to the cardinality of  
V\  V(tr' V). Then there is an injective map n from V\ V(tr V) into V\  V(a' V). Since tr = p'pa, 
it follows that p'px = x for all x ~ V(trV). So px must be a variable contained in V(ptrV), 
i.e. in V(tr'V). Hence p maps the set V(aV) into the set V(~r'V) injectively. Now we define 
zx = px for x ~ V(aV) and vx = rex for x ~ V\V(aV) .  Then z is an injeetive substitution 
which maps V into V. By Lemma 2.6 z is a permutation. By Remark 2.9, ztr = per---a'. 
For z' we take the inverse of ~. 
This lemma which is stated in Huet (1976) without a proof has been included here for 
completeness. 
2.11 DEFINITION. Let W be a subset of the set V of variables. A substitution tr is called a 
W-renaming iff 
(a) ~rx is a variable for each x s W 
(b) tr is injective on W, i.e. 
if x, y. ~ W and trx = try, then x = y. 
2.12 LEMMA. Let W be a co-finite set of variables, i.e. W ~ V and V \W is finite, and let tr be 
a W-renaming. Then there is a permutation which coincides with tr on the set I4". 
PROOF. Let W'= oW. Then W' is a subset of V, and tr maps W bijectively onto W'. If 
card(V\W)<~card(V\W' ) ,  then there is an injective mapping n from V into V which 
coincides with tr on W. n is a substitution and hence a permutation by Lemma 2.6. If 
card(V\W) > card(V\W') ,  then there is an injective mapping zr' from V into V such that 
n'trx = x for all x ~ W. By Lemma 2.6 re' is a permutation. In this case let n be the inverse 
of n'. 
2.13 LEMMA. I f  tr is a substitution and p is a V(trV)-renaming, then ptr~ a. 
PROOF. Obviously V(o'V) is co-finite. So, by Lemma 2.12, there is a permutation  which 
coincides with p on the set V(crV). It follows that ptr = n~r and ~r = n -  lptr, 
2.14 LEMMA. Let a and z be two substitutions with tr <~ ~. Then there is a substitution tr' such 
that tr' ~ ~ and D(tr') ~ D(~). 
PROOF. Let a ~< z. Then there is a substitution p such that pa = v. Hence pa coincides with 
the empty substitution e on the co-finite set W= V\D(z). It follows that tr is a 
W-renaming. By Lemma 2.12 there is a permutation  which coincides with ~r on the set 
W. Now let a' = n -  la. Then we have tr' -,- a and for x e W we have nx = ax, which implies 
x = o'x, i.e. x ~ D(o'). 
2.15 DEFINITION. For two substitutions a and ~ we say that a is properly more general 
than z, tr < ~, iff tr is more general than z but not equivalent o z. 
We want to prove that < is a Noetherian relation on the set of substitutions, i.e. each 
non-empty subset 2J of the set of substitutions has a minimal element (an element r such 
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that for no element z of X the inequality z < cr holds). In order to do this we define an 
order-preserving function d from the set of substitutions, endowed with the relation <, 
into the set of non-negative integers with the usual <-relation. This function is similar to 
the function from the set of terms into the set of non-negative integers which Huet  (1976, 
1980) has introduced. 
2.16 DEFINITION. (a) For any term t the length l(t) of t is defined inductively as l(x) = 1 for 
x ~ V and 
l ( f(t l  . . . . .  tn)) = 1 + l ( t l )+  . . .  +l(tn). 
(b) For  any substitution a and any finite set W = {xl . . . . .  xn} of variables the degree 
d(e, W) of cr with respect o W is defined as 
d(a, W) = l(crxl)+ . . .  + l (crxn)-card (V(aW)). 
(c) For  any substitution cr the degree d(a) of a is defined as d(a)= d(a, W), where 
W = D(a) u V(aD(a)). 
2.17 LEMMA. J f  a is a substitution and W' is a finite set of variables which contains the set 
D(a) u V(aD(a)) as a subset, then d(a, W') = d(a). 
PROOF. If  W is defined as in (c) and the elements of W'\W are denoted by yl . . . . .  yk, then 
cryj = yj  and hence l(ayj) = I for j = 1 . . . . .  k. Since V(aW') is the disjoint union of V(aW)  
and W'\W the assertion of the lemma holds 
2.18 LEMMA. Let cr and z be two substitutions. Then 
(a) I f  a ,,, "c, then d(~r) = d(z) 
(b) I f  a < z, then d(a) < d(v). 
PROOF. (a) follows from Lemma 2.17 applied to each of the substitutions a and z and the 
set 
W' = D(cr) u V(aD(o')) u D(z) u V(TD(T)). 
For  the proof of (b) we use a result of Huet. In Huet (1980) he defines a function/.L from 
the set of terms into the set of non-negative integers by/.t(t) = l(t)-card (V(t)). He defines a 
relation ~< of subsumption and a relation < on the set of terms by setting s ~< t i f f  there is 
a substitution a such that as = t and s < t i f f  s ~< t but not t -<,< s. Then he shows that s < t 
implies #(s)<#(t). Our function d is related to his function # by the equation 
d(a) =/. t ( t ) -1,  where t=f (ax l  . . . . .  axn), x l  . . . .  , xn are as in definition 2.16(b) and f i s  an 
arbitrary function symbol with arity n. Now the terms thus obtained from the 
substitutions crand T stand in Huet's <-relation if the substitutions a and v stand in our 
<-relat ion and if we choose the set W' as above. 
2.19 COROLLARY. < is a Noetherian relation on the set of substitutions. 
3. Idempotent Substitutions 
3.1 DEFINITION. A substitution a is said to be idempotent iff aa -- a. 
3.2 REMARK. If a is a substitution, then the following propositions are equivalent o each 
other 
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(a) cr is idempotent 
(b) V(aV) and D(a) are disjoint sets 
(c) V is the disjoint union of V(crV) and D(a) 
(d) D(a) and V(crD(cr) are disjoint sets. 
If a substitution is represented according to the Notation 2.2, then property (d) can be 
checked easily. For example, the substitution 
is not idempotent because D(a) = {x} and V(crD(cr)) = {x}. 
3.3 LEMMA. I f  6 is an idempotent substitution and z is an arbitrary substitution, then a is 
more general than z iff za = z. 
PROOF, The if-direction is trivial. Now let cr be more general than z. Then there is a 
substitution p such that pa = z. Because of the idempotence of a it follows that 
ZO" = po'o" = po" = Z. 
3.4 LEMMA. Let a be a substitution. 
(a) Let p be a map f iom V into V such that px ~ a - l ({x}) fo r  x e V(aV) and px = x for 
x e V\V(aV).  Then p is a substitution and pcr is an idempotent substitution which is 
equivalent to or. 
(b) Every idempotent substitution which is equivalent to a can be obtained as pa where p 
is as in (a). 
PROOF. (a) Let p be defined as in (a). Since ~r-t({x})= {x} for almost all variables x, it 
follows that p is a substitution. Now, opx = x for all x e V(aV). Hence, crpo = o which 
implies the idempotence of per. p is a V(~rV)-renaming and therefore, by Lemma 2.13, 
po" ,-~ O'. 
(b) Let ~r' be an idempotent substitution which is equivalent o a. By Remark 3.2 
V(o'V) and D(a') are disjoint. Since V is a subset of D(o')u e 'V  by Remark 2.9, V(a'V) 
must be a subset of a'V. Since ~r is equivalent to a' it follows that V(~V) is a subset of ~rK 
So the set cr-l({x}) and therefore also the set a'o- l ({x}) is not empty for all x e V(aV). By 
Lemma 3.3 ao '= a and so o-'a-l({x}) is a subset of ~r-l({x}). Since or' is equivalent to cr 
there is a permutation n such that a' = ha. Hence, o-'a- t({x}) = {nx}. We choose px = ~x 
for x e V(GV). Then pa = zo = G'. 
3.5 LEMMA. Let ~ be a substitution. Then the following propositions are equivalent to each 
other 
(a) tr is equivalent to an idempotent substitution 
(b) V(aV) ~ cry 
(c) V(~rV) = Vc~ ~rV 
(d) D(a)c~ V(aD(a)) c aD(a). 
PROOF. From Lemma 3.4 it follows that (a) is equivalent to the existence of a map p 
defined as in part (a) of Lemma 3.4. This is again equivalent o the proposition that 
a-l({x)) :#0 for all x e V(aV), i.e. to (b). The equivalence of (b) and (c) is a trivial 
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consequence of Remark 2.9(a). In order to prove the equivalence of (b) and (d) we take the 
image under ~r of both sides of the equation V = D(o-) w (V\D(a)). Since a coincides with 
the identity function on V\D(a) we obtain ~V=~D(a)w(V\D(a)) .  Hence, V(~V) 
= V(aD(a)) u (V\D(a)). It follows that (b) holds iff V(crD(a)) u (V\D(a)) is a subset of 
aD(a) u (V\D(~r)). But the latter is equivalent o (d). 
Property (d) can be checked easily when a is represented as in 2.2. For example, the 
substitution 
is not equivalent to an idempotent substitution since D(a)= {x}, V(aD(a))= {x} and 
aO(cr) = {f(x)}. 
If we look at the example given in Remark 2.4 we see that all the substitutions 
occurring in this example are idempotent. So the composition of substitutions is 
not compatible with the equivalence relation, even if we restrict ourselves to iden- 
potent substitutions. The following example shows that the composition of two 
idempotent substitutions is not idempotent in general, and not even equivalent to an 
idempotent substitution. 
3.6 EXAMPLE. Let us set 
~=[ f (x  y)] and "c=Ef(yZ) ] .  
Then 
From Remark 3.2(d) we see that ~ and z are idempotent. But Lemma 3.5(d) yields that Gz 
is not equivalent o an idempotent substitution. 
3.7 DEFINITION. The set of idempotent substitutions i  denoted by I and the set I/,,~ of 
equivalence classes of I with respect o the equivalence relation ~ (or, to be precise, the 
restriction of ~ to idempotent substitutions) is denoted by I ~. We shall again denote by 
the relation ~</~. Now let co be an arbitrary object which is not an element of I-. 
I~ is defined as I ~ u {oo}. We extend the partial ordering ~< to 1~ by demanding that oo 
is the greatest element of I~. For any a e I we denote by a" the equivalence class in which 
cr lies. 
3.8 DEFINITION. For ~b e I~ the ordinal d(~) is defined as follows: 
d(a')=d(o-) if ae I  and d(oo)=co. 
From Lemma 2.18(a) follows that this definition is consistent and from Lemma 2.18(b) 
follows. 
3.9 LEMMA. I f  ~9, (~' ~ 12 and • < q)', then d( ~ ) < d( O~'). 
3.10 THEOREM. < is a Noetherian irreflexive partial ordering on the set I~ and ]br 
each (l)e I ~ the set { ~ ~ I-~]~ <. cI)} is finite. 
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PROOF. The first part follows from Lemma 3.9. 
For the proof of the second part let us assume ~0 e I ~. We choose an arbitrary z • ~. 
For each ~'  ~< • we choose a a • ~ such that D(~r) is a subset of D(z). Such a a exists by 
Lemma 2.14. So there is a substitution p s~ch that pa = ~. For each x ~ D(z) the term ~rx 
can be obtained from the term zx by replacing certain pairwise disjoint subterms pv of zx 
by the respective variable v, where pv ~ v. Each such variable v must lie in the finite set 
D(z) since otherwise v~ D(o) and therefore pv = pay = -cv = v would hold. Obviously there 
is only a finite number of possibilities to do such replacements in the finitely many terms 
zx with x • D(z). Since D(~r) is a subset of D(z) the substitution o-is uniquely determined by 
the terms ax with x • D(z). So there are only finitely many such substitutions a and 
therefore also only finitely many ~' • I~ with ~' ~< ¢. (Of course, this also implies the 
first part of the theorem without having to consider the function d). 
3.11 LEMMA. For every substitution a there is an idempotent substitution z such that ~ <<. z. 
PROOF. Let z be an arbitrary variable not contained in D(~r). We define a substitution p by 
setting px = z for x e D(a) and px = x otherwise. Then V(pV) and D(a) are disjoint sets 
and D(p) = D(a). Hence, O(pa) is a subset of D(o). Obviously V(paV) is a subset of V(pV). 
So V(peV) and D(pa) are disjoint. From Remark 3.2 it follows that pa is idempotent. 
4. Unification 
4.1 DEFINITION. If ,//¢'. is a set of sets of terms and a is a substitution, then ~r is called a 
unifier of ,//g iff, for all M • ,/2! and for all t, t' • M, at = at' holds, tr is said to be a unifier 
of a set M of terms iff a is a unifier of {M}. a is said to be a most general unifier of M or 
,////iff a is a unifier of M or ,///,, respectively, and a is a lower bound of the set of all unifiers 
of M (,,¢¢') in the set of substitutions. 
4.2 REMARK. As has already been mentioned in the introduction it is known that every 
finite set ,/¢/of finite sets of terms has a most general unifier which can be determined by 
applying one of the unification algorithms which exist in the literature. These algorithms 
have the property that the most general unifier ~ obtained by applying the algorithm is 
idempotent and that the sets D(a) and V(GD(a)) are subsets of the set V(,Zg). 
4.3 THEOREM. Let ~'----{M1,..., M,,} be a finite set of finite sets of terms, x l , . . . , xn  
pairwise different elements of V\V(.///[) and tl • M1 . . . . .  tn • hi , .  We define a set X of 
substitutions by 
{I l, . } Y'= xj j •{1  . . . .  ,n} and t•Mj  . 
Then for all substitutions ~ it holds 
(a) I f  ~ is an upper bound of ~, then a is a unifier of ,g  and, for all j e {1,... ,  n}, 
~xj  = ,rtj. 
(b) I f  ~ is a unifier of J ,  then 
c~rtl tn~ 
[_xl " "  xn  A 
is an upper bound of 2:. 
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PROOF. (a) Let ~r be an upper bound of i2 and let j  ~ {1 . . . . .  n}, Then, for each t ff Mj, there 
is a substitution p such that 
a=p 
Since the variable xj does not occur in the term t this implies at = pt and hence at = ~xj. 
This holds for every t e Mj which implies that a is a unifier of each M 1. So a is a unifier of 
.4g, and for t = tj the other assertion of (a) follows. 
(b) Let a be a unifier of dg and 
~= xj 
Then at = atj. Now let 
I tl tn 1 P= xl  "'" xn " 
Since we have assumed that the variables x l  . . . . .  xn do not occur in the term t we have 
I t l  t j -1  t t j+l  tn 1 
pz= x l  "'" x j -1  xj x j+ l  ""  xn 
and thus apz = ap  which yields z ~< ap. 
4.4 TI-n~OR~M. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 the following propositions hold. 
(a) I f  a is a supremum of Z, then there is a substitution a' which is equivalent o a such 
that V(a'V) and {xl . . . . .  xn} are disjoint. For each such substitution a' the restriction 
a'~ V\{xt  . . . . .  xn} of cr' to V \{x l  . . . . .  xn} is a most general unifier of the set d/g. 
(b) I f  ~ is a most general unifier of d(, then the substitution 
a xl "'" xn 
is a supremum of the set ~. 
PROOF. We prove first (b) and then (a). (b) Let cr be a most general unifier of Jg. By 
Theorem 4.3(b) the substitution ap is an upper bound of 2; where p is defined as in the 
proo f  of Theorem 4.3(b). Now let a' be an arbitrary upper bound of 22. By Theorem 4.3(a) 
a' is a unifier of dr' and a' = a'p. Since a is a most general unifier of J¢ we have a ~ a'. 
Hence 'at) <<, a' p = a'. 
(a) Let a be a supremum of ~. By Theorem 4.3(a) a is a unifier of ~ .  By Remark 4.2 
there exists a most general unifier z of v# such that V(rD(z)) is a subset of V(~,). Let the 
substitution a' be defined by a'  = zp. Then Theorem 4.4(b) implies that a' is a supremum 
of 2: and hence equivalent o a. For the first part of (a) we still have to prove that V(~'V) 
and {xl . . . . .  xn} are disjoint. So assume that x E V(a'V). Then there is a y ~ V(pV) such 
that x e V(zy). Since V(zD(r)) is a subset of V(4¢') which is, by assumption, a subset of 
V\{x l  . . . . .  xn} it follows that x cannot be an element of  the set {xl . . . . .  xn} if y is an 
element of D(z). If y does not lie in D(v), then x is equal to y and therefore an element of 
V(pV) which is a subset of V\{xl  . . . . .  xn} because the variables x l , . . . ,  xn do not occur 
in the terms tl . . . . .  tn. So in both cases x is not an element of {xl . . . . .  xn}, i.e. V(a'V) 
and {x l , . . . ,  xn} are disjoint. 
For  the second part of (a) we assume that cr' is a substitution which is equivalent o a 
such that V(a'V) and {xl . . . . .  xn} are disjoint. Then a' is a supremum of 2;, By Theorem 
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4.3(a) the substitution a' and therefore also a' ~ V \{x l  . . . . .  xn} is a unifier of ~'. Now, if 
is an arbitrary unifier of d~', then Theorem 4.3(b) implies that ~r'~ tO. So there is a 
substitution # such that #a '= vp. We define a substitution /2 by setting #x = ~x* for 
x ~ {xl . . . . .  xn} and #x =/~x otherwise. Then #'(a'~ V \{x l  . . . . .  xn}) = z since V(cr'V) and 
{xl . . . . .  xn} are disjoint. So ~r'~V\{xl . . . . .  xn} is more general than all unifiers z of ,//4. 
Hence a' ~ V\{x l  . . . . .  xn} is a most general unifier of ,//L 
Since every unifiable finite set of finite sets of terms has a most general unifier it would 
seem natural to believe, in view of Theorem 4.4, that any finite set of substitutions which 
is bounded from above has a supremum. We know already from Example 2.7 that this is 
not the case. The following proposition indicates that we can, in fact, expect such a 
property only for idempotent substitutions. 
4,5 PROPOSITION, I f  ¢Y is a substitution, then (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
(a) There is a finite set ,//4 of finite sets of terms such that a is a most general unifier of d~4. 
(b) There is an idempotent substitution o' which is equivalent to ~r. 
PROOF, The direction "(a) implies (b)" follows directly from Remark 4.2. Now assume that 
a' is idempotent and equivalent to a. Then let uP/= {{x, cr'x}lxeD(cr')}, Then a 
substitution ~is a unifier of ,//diff ~ = zcr'. Hence a' and therefore also a is a most general 
unifier of .¢L 
It has already been mentioned in the introduction that a most general unifier of a finite 
set of finite sets of terms can be obtained by successively determining most general unifiers 
of finitely many finite sets of terms according to the following Iemma. 
4.6 LEMMA. If,l[{ and ,iV" are arbitrary sets of sets of terms and ~ is a most general unifier of 
J/l, then it holds 
(a) °~ u Y is unifiable if2[ m/V is unifiable. 
(b) I f  z is a most general unifier of aJ ' ,  then z~r is a most general unifier of J/4 u JV. 
In order to be able to build unique suprema of unifiers we shall work with equivalence 
classes of idempotent most general unifiers instead of the most general unifiers themselves. 
As we have seen a composition of two such equivalence classes cannot be defined in a 
reasonable way. So we shall have no analogon for Lemma 4.6 in the set of equivalence 
classes of idempotent substitutions. Instead we shall show in Proposition 4.8 below how a 
most general unifier of ~g u X can be obtained from most general unifiers of d//and X.  
4.7 DEFINITION. Let ~/be  a finite set of finite sets of terms. Then the element mgu(J#) of 
the set I~o is defined as 
(a) If ./// is unifiable, then mgu(Jg) is the set of all idempotent most general unifiers 
of ~'. 
(b) If d//is not unifiable, then mgu(./~) = oo. 
Proposition 4.5 ensures that mgu(d~') is not the empty set and therefore an element 
of I~. 
4.8 PROPOSITION. Let J/~ and ,iV be two finite sets of finite sets of terms. Then 
tngu(d/ ~ ~/') = sup {mgu(,¢¢), rngu(,W')}. 
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PROOF. If o# or Jff is not unifiable, then ~'l u Y is also not unifiable and the assertion is 
trivial. Now assume that ~¢! and ¢,~" are unifiable. Then there are most general unifiers tr 
and z of J/~' and ~,  respectively. Obviously a substitution is a unifier of ,/¢/~ JV iff it is an  
upper bound of {a, ~} in the set of substitutions. So, if ~ /u  X is not unifiable, then {a, ~} 
has no upper bound in the set of substitutions and therefore {mgu(JgQ, mgu(~4/)} has no  
upper bound in the set I~. If, on the other hand, ~//t u oM is unifiable, then there is an  
idempotent most general unifier of J t  u J*" by Remark 4.2 which is hence a supremum 
of the set {~r, ~} in the set of substitutions. Since a is equivalent to the elements of mgu(~¢') 
and • is equivalent to the elements of mgu(,4") the assertion follows. 
We can use Proposition 4.8 to determine the supremum of two idempotent sub- 
stitutions as follows. Obviously every idempotent substitution z is a most general unifier 
of {{x, zx}lx ~ D(T)} and therefore a substitution p is a supremum of two idempotent 
substitutions tr and z iff it is a most general unifier of the set cr{{x, zx}lx ~ D(z)}. For  
determining such a most general unifier we use one of the existing unification algorithms. 
Especially if we already know most general unifiers a and ~ of two sets of sets of terms ,//f 
and ~ ' ,  respectively, then Proposition 4.8 says that we can obtain a most general unifier 
of ~ u X in this way. Usually unification of Jg u Jff is done by applying Lemma 4.6 
which means in practice that the terms of ~r  have to be broken up into subterms. Now, 
the way of unification proposed here saves part of the work needed to do this because the 
terms x and zx where x s D(z) are the results of such a splitting up so that the time needed 
for unifying tr{{x, Tx}lx s D(z)} is smaller than the time needed for unifying mAC A 
necessary condition for saving time by this way of unification is that the unification of ,J~ 
and its variants (i.e. results of renaming variables in Jr') is not done again every time when 
it is needed. It is obvious that a most general unifier of a variant of ~ can be obtained 
from a most general unifier of ~" by just renaming certain variables. 
4.9 THEOREM. I~ is a'complete lattice with smallest element ~ and greatest element oo. 
PROOF. From Proposition 4.5 it follows that mgu is a subjective map from the set of finite 
sets of finite sets of terms into the set I~. Hence Proposition 4.8 yields that sup { ~, ~'} 
exists for all ~, ~' ~ I~. It follows that every finite subset of I~ has a supremum. If J is an 
infinite subset of I~, then Theorem 3.10 implies that J either contains oo as an element or 
is a subset of I -  which is not bounded in I ~. In both cases we have sup J --- oo. So every 
subset of, I2 has a supremum. 
Now let 3 be a subset of I~. Then J has also an infimum. For let K be the set of lower 
bounds of J. By what we have just proved, K has a supremum </5. Every element of J is an 
upper bound of K, and hence >~ sup K = ~. Thus ~ is a lower bound of J. So every 
subset J of 1~o has also an infimum ~. 
4.10 PROPOSITION. Let d¢ be a unifiable set of sets of terms. Then there is a most general 
unifier of ,,ff and among the most general unifiers of o~ there is one, say ~, such that cr is 
idempotent and the sets D(t~) and V(trD(cr)) are subsets of V(J///). 
PROOF. If .~ is a finite set of finite sets of terms, then the assertion is nothing else than 
what has been said in Remark 4.2. Otherwise we consider all finite sets ~/" of finite sets of 
terms such that for all N s.A'" there is an M ~ ~'  such that N is a subset of M. For each 
such set .,~" there is a most general unifier ~[~/'] with the properties tated in Remark 4.2 
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and, for this unifier, a corresponding element ~[A~] of I~. The set of all these elements of 
I~o we denote by J. J is non-empty and has a supremum ~ because of Theorem 4.9. By 
assumption there is a unifier a of J/t. By Lemma 3.11 there is an idempotent unifier z of 
~ .  ~" is an upper bound of J in I ~ which implies that • ~< z~. So • # oe and because, of 
Theorem 3.10 J is finite. So there exists a finite subset of the set of all sets ~4 z as above for 
which J is the set of corresponding elements ¢P[.#'l of I~o. The element of I~ 
corresponding to the union of these finitely many sets ,/f" is an element of J and must be 
equal to ~. Hence the most general unifier corresponding to this union of sets Y is a 
most general unifier of ~ with the desired properties. 
5. Weak Unification 
5.1 DEFINITION. Let ~ be a set of pairs of terms. Then a pair (a, o') of substitutions i  said 
to be a weak unifier of ,///iff at = a't' holds for all (t, t') ~ ,////. If there exists a weak unifier 
of a set of pairs of terms, then we say that this set is weakly unifiable. 
Obviously, a disjunction of literals existentially quantified is valid if and only if a pair of 
its literals is weakly unifiable. 
It has already been mentioned in the introduction that for the deduction of a 
complementary formula several copies of parts of the formula may be needed. So several 
copies of a term t may occur and have to be unified with copies of another term t'. In this 
case it saves time to weakly unify the pair (t, t'). Then the unification of a pair of variants 
of t and t', respectively, amounts to just renaming certain variables if the sets of variables 
of the variants of t and t' are disjoint. If this is not the case then an extra unification of 
pairs of variables is needed. As we shall see in Example 5.5, however, the set of weak 
unifiers of a set of pairs of terms cannot be described by giving a most general weak 
unifier of this set. One way of describing the set of weak unifiers of ~//f is by renaming the 
variables of all terms t' where (t, t') ~ ,///into new variables not contained in V. In this 
section we shall investigate the relation between most general weak unifiers and suprema 
of two-element sets of substitutions. 
A concept which is similar to weak unifiability but weaker has been introduced under 
the name of weak substitutions in Stillman (1973). 
5.2 D~FXNITION. On the set of pairs of substitutions we introduce a reflexive and transitive 
relation ~< (or, "more general than") by setting (a, a') <~ (~, T') iff a ~< z and a' ~ ~'. 
5.3 PROPOSITION. Let a and a' be two substitutions. Then 
(a) The set {or, a'} is bounded from above in the set of substitutions iff the set 
{(~x, ~'x)[x e V} is weakly unifiable 
(b) A pair (% ~') of substitutions is a weak unifier of the set {(gx, g'x)[x ~ V} iff ze = v' a'. 
In this case the substitution za is an upper bound of{a, a'}. Each upper bound of{or, a'} can 
be obtained in this way. 
(c) I f  (~, ~') is a most general weak unifier of the set {(ax, a'x)lx e V}, then ~a is a 
supremum of {a, or'} in the set of substitutions. 
PROOV. (a) and (b) are trivial. For (c) let us assume that (~, ~') is a most general weak 
unifier of {(ax, a'x)[x e V}. From (b) follows that ~a is an upper bound of {a, a'}. Now any 
upper bound of {a, a'} must be of the form per and also of the form p'cr'. Hence (p, p') is a 
weak unifier of {(ox, a'x)lx ~ V}. Since (~, ~') is a most general unifier of this set, z must be 
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more general than p and therefore r~r is more general than p~r, i.e. vcr is a supremum of 
The following example shows that the converse of (c) does not hold, i.e. the existence of 
a supremum of {a, a'} does not imply the existence of a most general weak unifier of 
{(ax, a'x)[x e V}. See, however, Theorem 5.6. 
5.4 EXAMPLE. Let ¢ and a' be defined as 
~=EYxl and c/=~f(x'Y)L x f(x,y)?.y 
Then {a, a'} has a supremum in the set of substitutions but {(az, a'z)lz e V} does not have 
a most general weak unifier. 
PROOF. We have a'a = a' and therefore a ~< a'. So ~r' is a supremum of {a, a'}. 
Any pair (z,~') of substitutions i  a weak unifier of {(crz, c/z)[z e V} iff zy =f(z'x, z'y) and, 
for all z e V\{x, y}, zz = z'z. So, if z is a substitution, then the existence of a substitution ~' 
such that (z, ~') is a weak unifier of {(az, a'z)lz e V} is equivalent to the existence of terms s 
and t such that zy =f(s, t). Now, if-~ is a most general such substitution, then s, t and all ~z 
with ze  V\{y} must be pairwise different variables in contradiction to Lemma 2.6 
(similarly as in Example 2.7). It follows that there is no most general weak unifier of 
{(,~z, ~'z)lz e V}. 
From section 4 we know that each unifiable set of sets of terms has a most general 
unifier. For weak unification this does not even hold for single pairs of terms as the 
following example shows. 
5.5 EXAMt'LE. Let t = x and t' =f(x, y). Then 
(E I 0 
is a weak unifier of {(t, t')}. With the same argumentation asabove one proves that {(t, t')} 
has no most general weak unifier. 
Now we prove that the converse of Proposition 5.3(c) holds for idempotent 
substitutions. 
5.6 THEOREM. Let a and ~' be two idempotent substitutions such that {a, cr'} is bounded from 
above in the set of substitutions. Then there is a most general weak unifier (~, ~') of  
{(¢x, ¢'x)lx ~ v}. 
PROOF. Let D = D(¢) u D(a') and let Wo be an arbitrary set which is disjoint to V such that 
card (Wo) = card (D). Further, let V' = (V\D) w Wo and W = V u V' = V • W o, and let c~ be 
a bijective mapping from V into V' which coincides with the identity function on the 
intersection of V and V', i.e. on the set V\D. With the given function symbols we can build 
terms from the elements of the set W, regarded as variables, as well as from the elements 
of V. Functions from the set W into the set of terms built from elements of W for which 
almost all elements of W are fixed points will be called substitutions on W in the proof of 
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this theorem. What has been called substitution so far will be called substitution on V. 
Since {~, a'} is bounded there are substitutions n and n' on V such that ~tr = n'cr'. For 
x ~ V\D we have rex = zrax = 7r'~'x = rc'x. So a substitution p' is defined on W by setting 
p 'z=nz  for z~V and p 'z=~r 'a - l z  for z~V' .  p' is a unifier of the ~et 
J = {{ax, acr'x}[x ~ D}, i.e. ~ is unifiable. By Remark 4.2 there is a most general unifier p 
of ~ such that p is an idempotent substitution on W and the sets D(p) and V(pD(p)) are 
subsets of V(~). 
Now we shall prove that V(pV) is a subset of pV. So let z ~ V(pV). We have to prove 
z E pV. We have z ~ V(pW) and hence, by Remark 3.2, z ¢ D(p). Hence pz = z. So, if z ~ V, 
then z~pV.  Now assume that z~V' \V .  By assumption there is a y~V such that 
z ~ V(py). If y (~ D(p), then py = y and hence z = py. Then, obviously, z ~ pV holds. So let 
us assume y E D(p). Then z E V(pD(p)) and therefore z ~ V(~'). Since 
V(Jg) = V(aD)u c~V(a'D) it follows that z ~ aV(a'O) which is a subset of aV(#V).  So, by 
Remark 3.2, z (E aD(a'), i.e. a - l z  = a'a- lz .  Because of z = pz this implies z = p~a'o~-lz. 
Because of z ~ V ' \V  we have e- l z  ~ V \V '  which is equal to D. Since p is a unifier of J / i t  
follows that p~r '~-~z=p~-~z  and hence z=pa~-~z .  So a~-~z is a variable and 
therefore an element of V. Let us call this element x. Then z = px. So z e pV. 
In the last paragraph we have proved that for each z e Y(pV) there is an element, say 
~z, of V such that p~z = z. It follows that ~ is an injective mapping from V(pV) into V 
such that almost all elements of W are fixed points of ~. Similarly, there is an injective 
mapping ¢' from V(pV') into V' such that p~'z' = z' for all z' e V(pV') and such that almost 
all elements of W are fixed points of ~'. These two mappings we shall use now in order to 
construct a most general weak unifier (z, ~') of {(~rx, a'x)lx e V). 
Let us denote the intersection of V(pV) and V(pV') by U. Obviously ~ ' - la  is an 
injective mapping from ct- ~ ~' U into V for which almost all elements of V are fixed points. 
So it can be extended to a a-z~'U-renaming on V. Since a -~ 'U  is co-finite in V and 
because of Lemma 2.12 there exists a permutation n on V which coincides with ~ ' -~a on 
the set a-a~'U. Now we define ~ and ~' by 
~x = ~px for all x ~ V 
and 
z'x = ~ra- ~ 'pax  for all x e V. 
Then z and ~' are substitutions on V. 
Now let us prove that (~, z') is a weak unifier of {(~rx, ~'x)[x ~ V}. So let x ~ V. Then 
pox = paa'x because p is a unifier of ~¢'. Let us denote this term by t. Obviously V(t) is a 
subset of V(pV) and of V(pV') and therefore also of U. It follows that V(0~-l~'t) is a subset 
of a - l~'U.  Since ~r coincides with ~'-10~ on a -~ 'U  it follows that 
n~-~' t=~' - la~-x~' t=~t .  So ~pax=n~- i~ 'paa 'x ,  i.e. (z,~') is a weak unifier of 
{(~x, ~'x)lx ~ v}. 
The last thing we have to prove is that for every weak unifier (~b, q~') of {(ax, tr'x)]x ~ V} 
on V it holds (~, ~') ~< (~b, qS'), i.e. ~ ~< ~b and z' ~< ~'. So let (~b, ~b') be a weak unifier of this set 
on V. Then ~x = qS'x for all x ~ V c~ V'. Hence a substitution v on W is defined by setting 
vx = qSx for x ~ V 
and 
vx = dp'a-Xx fo rx~V' .  
v is a unifier of ~ ,  Since p is a most general unifier of ~ '  we have p ~< v. So there is a 
substitution ( on W such that v = (p. Since ~ is injective we have 
cbx = vx = (px = ~-X~px = ~-~zx  for all z ~ V. 
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Since the function ff¢-z maps the subset V(tV) of V into V and almost all elements of V 
are fixed points of this function, there is a substitution on V which coincides with ~-  t on 
the set V(zV). So t ~< q~. Similarly, the injectivity of re, a and ~' implies 
~b'x = v~x = ~po:x = ~' -  zarc- lt 'x for all x ~ V. 
Again there is a substitution on V which coincides with {~' -~n -z on V(z'V) and hence 
t' ~< q~'. So (~, z') is, in fact, a most general weak unifier of {(o-x, a'x)lx e V}. 
The relation ~ for pairs of terms has the following unpleasant property: If (a, a') is a 
weak unifier of a set ~////of pairs of terms and (or, a') ~< (t, t'), then (~, t') is not necessarily a 
weak unifier of rig. If we would have defined a "more general"-relation -~ by setting 
(a, a')-< (r, t') iff there is a substitution p such that pa = t and per'= t', then there would 
be other disadvantages. For example, Theorem 5.6 would not hold as the following 
example shows. 
5.7 EXAMPLE. Let a and a' be defined by 
Then a and o-' are idempotent substitutions such that {a,a'} is bounded and 
{(az, a'z)lz e V} is weakly unifiable but has no weak unifier which is smallest w.r.t. -<. For 
a pair (t, t') of substitutions i a weak unifier of this set iff tz = t'z for all z e V\{x}. So, if 
(t, t') is a smallest such pair w.r.t. -<, then t 'x  and all terms tz with z e V would be 
pairwise different variables, in contradiction to Lemma 2.6. 
REMARK. The concepts introduced in this paper can be generalized to unification in 
equational theories (see Plotkin, 1972; Fages & Huet, 1983). 
I wish to thank Dr W. Bibel for his comments on earlier drafts of this paper, B. FronhSfer for 
valuable discussions, and the referee for useful hints. 
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